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FOREWORD

The Carpathian Basin, besides being a beautiful and interesting part of the European

ontinent, is also a region of great atual and potential interest for arhaeoastronomers.

As the area is situated in the temperate zone, more or less equidistant from the Equator

and the Arti Cirle, there are many elestial events whih an not be observed here. For

example, the Sun never reahes its zenith, as it does in the tropis. The rise and setting

of heavenly bodies does not have the 'drama' of the lands nearer the Equator, where,

the path of the rising stars rosses the horizon at an ever steepening angle (approahing

vertial) as the Equator is approahed. This phenomenon was the basis of the navigation

system of the anient Polynesians.

The movement of the Moon is also less dramati than in the lands nearer the Arti

Cirle. The northern and southern extreme positions of the Moon (de�ned by the 18.6-

year period of its movement) are not as spetaular as for example at Callanish (Sotland)

or Stonehenge. In the northern ountries the extreme position of the full Moon moves

near the horizon. This gave rise to some remarkable ults, for example in Sandinavia.

What is left then to the inhabitants of the temperate zones? What an serve as a basis

for their everyday rituals, belief systems, ideologies and burial ustoms? The answer: the

four speial events of the solar year, the two solsties and the two equinoxes.

Awareness of these days and events an be traed in the life of our remote, anient

and medieval, anestors through their inorporating their knowledge in their ommunal

arhiteture by aligning their shrines, graves hurhes and emeteries. The examination of

our anestors' arhiteture from this point of view yields abundant proof of the intimate

onnetion that existed between our anestors' onsiousness and the �rmament.

This small olletion of papers represents our �rst attempt of trying to use arhaeoas-

tronomy to gain some fresh insight into the pratial and spiritual life of our remote

anestors in this region.

Budapest, Deember 2000

The Editors
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We have retained the habit, ome down to us from the days when human palaeontology

did not exist, of isolating that partiular slie of six thousand years or so for whih we

possess written or dated douments. This for us is History, as opposed to pre-History.

In reality, however, there is no breah of ontinuity between the two. The better we

get the past into perspetive, the more learly we see that the periods alled `histori'

(right down to and inluding the beginning of `modern' times) are nothing else but diret

prolongations of the Neolithi age. Of ourse, as we shall point out, there was inreasing

omplexity and di�erentation, but essentially following the same lines and on the same

plane.

(Teilhard de Chardin: The Phenomenon of Man)



THE NEOLITHIC SHRINE AT PART�A

Gheorghe Lazarovii

National Historial Museum of Transylvania

Cluj-Napoa, Romania

Gh. Dorin Chi�s, Tiberiu Oproiu, Iharka Csillik

Astronomial Observatory

Cluj-Napoa, Romania

Abstrat

The Neolithi shrine at Parta belongs to the Banat ulture from the period of

middle-late Neolithi age. Its size was 11:6 � 6 m. The shrine was divided in two

rooms by a wall. On the dividing wall there was a round window-like opening about

35 m in diameter. The shrine had a irular opening | about of 30 m | on the

western wall too. This room was the plae where the people brought their o�erings.

The eastern room was the most sared plae, a santuary where only the priest

was allowed. There stood twin Bull-idols forming a divine ouple of the Bull God

and the Great Mother Goddess faing east. From the astronomial point of view

we prove that at winter solstie sunset the sunlight illuminated a hand-loom in the

NW orner of the shrine. In spring and autumn the sunlight entered the hole in

the dividing wall and fell on the sole of the Bull-idols. During summer solstie

sunset the Sun illuminated the plae on the altar table where the grain o�erings

were brought. The vernal point was in the onstellation Taurus in that time.

1 Desription of the Shrine

The small settlement of Part�a (Par�a) is loated 15 km SW of Timi�soara (Temesv�ar),

whih is | aording to speialists | one of the �rst histori loations to have been

explored in the Banat distrit (see the map at the end of the volume).

The �rst exavations were rather haphazard. The �rst �ndings ame to light unex-

petedly during the onstrution of the dikes on the river Timi�s. Systemati exavations

were started in 1931 by Joahim Miloja. The disovery of extensive omplexes made it

neessary to enlarge the area under exploration, so that the multilayer dwellings, sheds,

and a number of man-made holes ould be properly examined. The examination of the

entral building and the shrine was ompleted in the summer of 1985. A replia (on a

smaller sale) of the shrine and of the other edi�es, unovered during the exavation,

was built and is now exhibited in the Banat Museum (Lazarovii, 1985).

The Part�a shrine belongs to the `Banat' ulture of the middle-late Neolithi (4600{

4200 BC). It is ontemporaneous with the sites of the Vina B1-B2 and Szak�alh�at ultures
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in the Mid-Balkans and in the Great Hungarian Plain, respetively. The Part�a shrine was

ereted at the midpoint of the NS axis of the anient settlement. The �rst stage of the

shrine was built as an oblong edi�e of 12.5 m long and 7 m wide, oriented in the WE

diretion.

Figure 1: Central part of the settlement at Part�a (after Lazarovii, 1989, p.

157)

A sared area was ordoned o� by a 50{60 m high wall, made from a mixture of lay,

straw and sand, reinfored with stiks and saplings. The altar table was plaed in this

area. The sared area an be further subdivided:

1. An entrane of 60 m.

2. A portable �replae next to the entrane, standing on three or four wooden legs.

3. A 50 m by 60 m pedestal for the bust of the idol.

4. Spae for storing the ashes of the `burnt o�ering'.

5. A 40 m wide and 60{80 m long box (on the left side of the entrane).

Analysis of our �ndings led us to the formulation of the following hypothesis:

The person (priest?), arrying the sari�ial o�erings, entered the sared area through

the entrane (1) and went to the sari�ial table. The o�erings were burned on the

portable �replae (2). The remaining ashes of the burnt o�ering were plaed either behind

the �replae (4), or behind the idol (3), on the right side of the entrane. Those o�erings

that were not burned were plaed in the long box (5), to the left of the entrane and the

portable �replae. The walls of the edi�e were reinfored by wooden poles, plaed about

1.4{1.6 m from eah other.

During the seond stage, after removing the remains of the `�rst stage shrine', a

new shrine of somewhat smaller dimensions was ereted (Shrine 2). The reason for the
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rebuilding of the shrine is not known, but it is probable that it had to do with damages

due to a �re (Lazarovii, Maxim, 1992).

Before building the seond shrine, a substantial statue (or idol) was ereted on a lay

pedestal, made from sandy soil, oated by a layer of wet yellow lay. The `twin statues',

onstruted of a mixture of lay and ha� (straw) were plaed on top of the pedestal,

while at its sides some trays were installed (Figure 2), presumably to hold the inoming

gifts and o�erings. After drying out, the double idol and its pedestal were hardened by

�re. After this the wooden parts of the shrine, the altar-table, the partitions, and the

roof of the shrine were installed.

Figure 2: The double idol. Representation of the Great Mother Goddess and

the Bull God. It is 175 m high (reonstruted)

The new shrine is 11.6 m long and 6 m wide. The longer axis is aligned with the WE

diretion. The partition sreen separating Setors a and b (Figure 3), onstruted by

weaving saplings between vertial poles, was plaed on the altar's �replae. Some of the

poles were stuk in the ground, some were �xed to the roof struture. This sreen had

a hole of 30 m, whih was plastered with lay. It is assumed that when the shrine was

set on �re, the heat of ombustion `�red' this material, so all that was left behind was a

�re-hardened lay disk.

Towards the end of its use, the hole in the partition sreen was �lled in.

The altar table was situated in the middle of the room. It was about 20{30 m high

(measured from the oor). It was evenly biseted by the partition sreen, so about 2.5 m

of it was found in eah area.

When the shrine su�ered damage, the wall was also pushed in and its broken piees

have fallen on top of the ruins of the statue. On the east-wall, north of the axis, in

front of the statue, there was a large window and an entrane. The inside of this window

was guarded by two olumns, whih had, at the height of the statues, representations of

bull-heads plaed upon them (Figure 4). There were some interesting lines drawn in the

lay. The area between these lines was painted red. There was also a `bulge' between the
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Figure 3: Plan of the seond shrine. 1: the double idol; 2: pedestal; 3: adobe

trough; 4: portable �replae; 5: amphora; 6: great up; 7: taurian skulls;

8: vessel; 9: mounting for the taurian skull; 10: assette; 11: `man-faed vessel';

12: mounting for the taurian skull; 13: taurian skulls; 14: mounting for the

taurian skull; 15: hand-mill (mortar); 16: adobe up; 17: Sun{Moon ouple;

18: vertial loom; 19: window; 20: eastern entrane; 21: western entrane

bull's horns (Figure 5), presumably a symboli representation of the Sun and the Moon

(Lazarovii, 1989).

The eastern room ontained the oupled representations of | presumably | the Great

Mother Goddess and the Bull God. This is the most important part of the shrine. It is

175 m high. Its distane is 1 m, 1.3 m and 3.05 m from the east, south and north walls

respetively. The uppermost part of this statue was formed by a double idol with two

heads and their shoulders (see Fig. 2). Our assumption is that the shrine was raided by

a hostile group. It is assumed that the shrine may have been oupied through violent

ation, during whih its struture and furnishings were damaged, and the heads of the

attahed statues were taken as trophies. This ould aount for their missing. The altar

table, upon whih the intended gifts and o�erings were deposited, was plaed at the bak

of the entral statue. The portable �replae, on whih the seleted o�erings were burned,

was plaed on the altar-table and �xed to the south wall. Near the northern wall, on the

right side of the statue, there was an adobe trough for the other gifts and o�erings.

The western entrane was shifted to the south of the WE axis. Sunlight was allowed

to enter the shrine through a 35 m irular opening on the western wall, between the

entrane and the NW orner. Next to the irular hole an 8 m thik lay relief |

representing the Moon | was stuk on the wall, thus forming a representation of the

Sun{Moon ouple. This ombined symbol is assumed to have been about 1.35 m above

the oor level. Just below this symbol an adobe up, and further down, towards the south,

a rimmed hand-mill was also stuk on the wall. This triad | the Sun{Moon symbol, the

up and the hand-mill | formed a omplex depiting a ulture based on grinding (plant

proessing) and sari�ing to the Sun and the Moon, whih were the symbols of the deities
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Figure 4: The eastern entrane and the window with the bull-headed olumns

of fertility and proreation.

Near the northern wall, in the NW orner, two indentations were found in the oor of

the santuary. Between these holes, there were 7 onial weights of lay (7 is a symboli

number of manifold meanings), used in the operation of vertial looms, and several lay

balls, arranged in a pyramidal pattern and presumably used for hunting as slingshot-

projetiles (Lazarovii, Maxim 1993).

We should like to mention a few of the artifats, whih, in our opinion, may have

speial importane:

� The amphora, found in Setor a, near the midpoint of the statue's bak. The

amphora was �lled with food or liquids, whih were used during the eremonies.

� The `Fish-tray', found also in Setor a, on the altar table. It is shaped as a �sh.

Suh trays were used for frying food suh as baon, eggs or �sh.

� A `Man-faed vessel' ontaining bones of severed limbs, whose origin (human or

animal) ould not be determined.

Outside the shrine, about 4{5 m west of the entrane, there was an outside �replae,

whih was three times restored. Apparently it was for the night-wathmen, who guarded

the shrine, to sit around and keep warm during the night.

2 Astronomial Aspets of the Part�a Shrine

During the reonstrution of the shrine we tested various ideas. One of them was to

examine the path of sunlight inside the shrine. We made our observation on the 23

September, 1982, at and around sunset, when the sunlight penetrated the shrine through

the Sun{Moon opening on the shrine's western wall. This light illuminated the entral
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Figure 5: Bull-head with a bulge between its horns

area of the statue's bak, approximately at the point where the amphora was found. (For

the observation we used a ardboard disk of irular shape, stuk on a wooden stik. This

represented the Sun{Moon opening.) At this time we observed that at sunset the sunlight

(in our ase the shade) fell on the division of the statue, touhing on the oor, the bust,

the �replae and the man-faed vessel. We have also found the amphora in this area.

We assume that it was kept on the statue's pedestal, and it was used to store the sared

liquids used for sprinkling on the freshly sown rops or for similar eremonial ends. We

also notied during our observations, that that due to the �nite thikness of the wall, the

spot formed by the entering the interior has assumed di�erent shapes.

The results of this experiment were veri�ed from the astronomial point of view. We

know that the points of sunrise and sunset today di�er from those seen around 4200 BC,

due to the preession of the equinotial point. The points of sunrise | and sunset |

desribe an ar during the year, whih is limited by the points observable at the winter

and summer solsties.

As a �rst step, we alulated the azimuth of the Sun (the angles are measured from

the North, towards the East) at the latitude of Part�a (' = 45

Æ

45

0

) for the summer (A

1

)

and winter (A

2

) solsties.

For the alulations we used the formula:

osA =

sin Æ

os'

(1)

Where: Æ = Sun's delination; ' = the geographial latitude of Part�a; A = the azimuth

(in this ase the height h of the Sun measured from the horizon = 0).

It is well known that during one year Æ hanges between the limits of +" and �",

where " is the angle enlosed by the Equator and the Elipti.

Wittmann (1979) used the following formula to alulate the angle ":

" = "

0

+ "

1

sin "

2

(T + "

3

): (2)

Where
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Figure 6: The Sun{Moon symbol and the artifats stuk on the western wall

"

0

= 23:

Æ

496932� 0:

Æ

0012;

"

1

= �0:

Æ

860� 0:

Æ

005;

"

2

= (0:

Æ

87777� 0:

Æ

0963)=entury = 0:01532� 0:0009 rad/entury;

"

3

= 3:4� 0:1 entury.

If we substitute the extreme values Æ = +" or Æ = �" into Equ. (1), then the Winter

and Summer points will be obtained. We know that the angle " varies with time. Following

the example of A. Vine (Vine, 1998) and further C. Cornide et al. (1992), we will also

utilise Wittmann's theory.

T =

JD� 2415020

36525

:

Where T is alulated for the epoh of 1900.0 and measured in Julian Centuries (36525

days). For the Part�a shrine we obtain JD = 187373 (4200 BC). From this it follows that

T = �61; "

4200 BC

= 24:

Æ

16:

It is suÆient auray for our problem. This result has been veri�ed using a BASIC

program (Sinnott, 1984).

The substitution of Æ = �"

4200 BC

yields us the azimuths of sunrise and sunset for the

winter and summer solsties.

So, the azimuth of the sunset point an move in the range limited by 306

Æ

(Northern-

most position | Summer solstie) and 234

Æ

(Southernmost position | Winter Solstie),

that is in a symmetrial ar of 71:

Æ

8 around the EW axis.

Summer Solstie A

1

Winter Solstie A

2

Azimuth { Sunrise 54:

Æ

086 125:

Æ

914

Azimuth { Sunset 305:

Æ

914 234:

Æ

086
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Figure 7: Orientation of the seond shrine. The \solar ar" at the geographi

latitude of Part�a

We an �x the position of various elements of the shrine. The Sun{Moon ouple is 1.5

m, the opening on the dividing wall is 2.25 m and the statue with the pedestal is 3.05 m

away from the north wall. Their elevation (distane from the oor) is 1.35 m, 1 m and

0.90 m, respetively. Aordingly, at sunset the Sun illuminated the interior of Shrine 2

through the Sun{Moon ouple.

Here we want to mention that `in the beginning' there were no buildings around the

shrine, so there was nothing to obstrut the diret sunlight from illuminating the shrine.

We an not be sure, but we assume that later on the aess of diret sunlight was somehow

prevented. This made the hole through the dividing wall redundant, providing a reason

for its elimination.. Another reason ould have been, that the opening was usually losed

and opened only on speial oasions.

During one year the sunset desribes an ar between 234

Æ

(Winter point) to 306

Æ

(Summer point). As, looking from the north wall, the path of the sunlight is not parallel

with the EW axis, the following sequene an be observed:

� At the Winter solstie the light of the setting sun touhes the shrine's NW orner,

illuminating the hand-loom (weaving was the winter-oupation of the women).

� In springtime the Sun sets more or less parallel with the shrine's longitudinal axis.

So the sunshine an illuminate part of the north wall of the altar and a big enough

part of the dividing wall to reah the hole made in it. This way the rear of the

statue would be also illuminated. Aording to some assumptions the amphora |

found beneath the statue | was also illuminated (Spring was the time for sowing

and other outdoor work, during whih a sared uids stored in the amphora were

most likely to be put to use).

� At the Summer solstie sunset the light touhes on part of the dividing wall and

later illuminates the southern half of the area, where the vessel �lled with orn was

14



Figure 8: The view of the shrine from the SW

stored (assoiation with the time of the grain harvest).

� After this time the sunlight traverses the same path in the opposite diretion, with

its reah into the interior onstantly diminishing. In wintertime only the hand loom

is illuminated, as it was at the beginning of he yle..

3 A Short Comparison of Part�a and the Externstein

Shrine

During the examination of the Part�a shrine we notied many points of similarity between it

and the Externstein shrine near Bad Meinberg in Germany, whih is regarded by historians

as one of the most interesting Neolithi shrine in that ountry (Shlosser, 1996). The wall

of the `Saellum' shrine has also got a irular hole in it, whose azimuth was oriented

towards the rising Sun at the summer solstie.

The monumental rok-formations at Externstein are shrouded in mystery. They gave

home to many ivilisations and hallenged men's ideas in the �elds of historial researh,

ethnography, arhaeology, astronomy, geology, stone masonry, politis and other intelle-

tual pursuits.

We are justi�ed in saying that both shrines were Neolithi of origin and were used for

similar | suh as religious, politial, navigational | ends. Both were oriented by the

Sun at the Summer solstie, Part�a at sunset, Externstein at sunrise.

The irular hole built into the shrine's wall is an important feature of both. It

represents the sun, as the largest heavenly body visible.

Both shrines have an altar and a designated plae for the plaement of gifts and

o�erings. In Part�a it is a assette, in Externstein a avity exavated from the oor.

The walls of both shrines arry interesting symbols painted on the wall (Lazarovii,

1986).
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Figure 9: Computer simulation of the shrine: the sunlight beams through the

holes to illuminate the pedestal

Naturally, there are also di�erenes. Part�a was built in a hilly ountry, and it was

onstruted out of lay, reinfored with reeds and twines. It was built above ground while

Externstein was a olletion of holes and aves, dug into solid rok, whih made its defene

easier.

In Part�a the idol is a statue, representing a ult of the Bulls, in Externstein the idol

is a olumn, rising from the hole in the oor.

At Part�a there was a representation of the moon in form of a lay symbol stuk

to the wall next to the irular hole. The up and hand-loom were plaed below this.

In Externstein the irular hole is not ut through the shrine's wall, but through the

losing wall of an extension to one of the stone galleries, whih ould be reahed by

stairs, onstruted at a later time. There was also a small table plaed below the irular

opening.

While Externstein is visited by about half a million people yearly, only a smaller sale

replia of Part�a an be seen in the Banat museum.

4 Conlusions

After examining the Part�a shrine, we feel to be in a position to draw some onlusions

about the eremonial ativities arried out therein. The bringing of gifts and o�erings

was already a well-established pratie even in these anient times.

The bringers of goods entered the shrine from the west. The gifts and o�erings in-

tended for the Sun or the Moon were transferred from the altar table either into the vessel

beneath the Moon-symbol or onto the portable �replae.

Aess from the east side was limited. The entrane was opened up only oasionally

in onnetion with the fertility rites and with learning about the origins of the world.

The statue of the bull represented power and feundity. Presumably they were aware of
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the fat the equinox was in the onstellation Taurus in the time of the building of the

santuary. It may explain the ult of the Bull. In spring the Sun illuminated the sole

of the bull-statue. From this fat one an infer that the people from the shrine of Part�a

had a good astronomial knowledge. It stimulated their ulti ations with respet to the

solar phenomena.
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It seems most probable that only one ultimate ause have been suÆiently

important to members of HOMO SAPIENS everywhere and in all ages to

have generated the full spetrum of ethnoastronomial, arhaeologial and

historial e�ets, and that this have been | and still is | man's universal

preoupation with the problem of death.

(J. Saul: Arhaeoastronomy, IX, 1989{1993, pp.104{107)
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Abstrat

The paper deals with researh into the orientation of graves and other remains,

found in Transylvania, Romania, whose alignment was mainly done on the basis of

astronomial onsiderations (solar phenomena).

We start with the presentation of the graves found in the anient (4200 BC)

burial site at Ilod, where 72% of the graves were oriented within the solar ar

de�ned by the annual migration of the sunrise's diretion.

Similar researh was arried out at the burial sites disovered at Tiszapolg�ar

and Bodrogkereszt�ur (Hungary), Gomolova and Mokrin (Yugoslavia) and Cernia

(Romania)

These results indiate the existene of a Sun-ult.

Introdution

Funeral rites have plaid an important part in the everyday life of Neolithi soieties, as

shown by the �ndings made at the exavation of the Neolithi emetery at Ilod near

Cluj-Napoa (Kolozsv�ar). The astronomial problem of the orientation of the graves

found in the Ilod burial site is idential to the problems presented by the Neolithi

emeteries exavated at Cernia (Romania) [3℄, [4℄, [5℄, at V�eszt}o-M�agordomb, Kisk�ore,

Vill�anyk�ovesd and Zeng}ov�arkony, Tiszapolg�ar and Bodrogkereszt�ur (Hungary) [1℄, [3℄ and

at Gomolova and Mokrin (Yugoslavia) [2℄, [19℄.

The graves and skeletons were very often oriented relative to the ardinal astronomial

diretions (N, S, E, W) observable on the date of the burial [1℄, [2℄. In this paper we aim

to draw some onlusions regarding the possible existene of a Sun-ult during the Ilod

ulture (4200 BC, aording to our dedutions), by alulating the positions of the sunrise
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at the winter and summer solsties and relating them to the orientation of the graves [12℄,

[13℄, [8℄, [9℄, [10℄, [11℄.

The Neolithi settlement at Ilod was �rst explored by M�arton Roska (1942) at around

the turn of the entury. There were two burial sites. Site 'A' is on the banks of the river

Some�s (Szamos). Site 'B' lies between the villages of Ilod and Livada, and extends as

far as the road and the railway line. So far 40 graves were disovered in site 'A' and 53

graves in site 'B'. The area of site 'B' inludes the whole village. The arrow shows the

north.

Figure 1: Reonstrution of the settlement (after Lazarovii,1991).

It is assumed that site 'A' is the earlier one, but it also ontains graves of later origin.

The graves in this site are well preserved. With the exeption of a few graves, the bodies

were laid down on their bak. Their look is direted towards the rising sun (exept graves

M: 9, 12, 13, 18, 23, 26, 27, 28, 22, 38, 39). The graves also ontained erami ooking

utensils, four to �ve in the graves of site 'A', one to four in site 'B' and four to ten in the

earliest graves.

During the later stages other artifats make their appearane, suh as objets made of

stone, bones, int, obsidian and slate. There were also some vessels made of paste of poor

quality. We also want to mention graves in emetery 'B': M18, M39 and M45, whih are

of speial interest on aount of some strings of pearls found attahed to the skeletons'

arms, legs and neks.

The erami vessels were plaed either in groups, or arranged in rows, next to the

orpses' feet, knees, waist or shoulder. Coupled vessels were an interesting feature of the

graves buried in site 'A'. In graves of later origin other kinds of artifats, suh as pearls,

spatulas, blades, tools made of bones or horns, implements made of int, shale, opal or

obsidian, and axes made of hiselled stone made their appearane.

One interesting skeleton of later origin was laid out in the NS diretion, was 1.75 m

tall, wore strings of sea shells around his ankles, wrists and nek. Next to his left foot

there were four bradawls, made of horn, an obsidian splinter, a deer's thighbone and an

axe. Consequently we may assume that it was a �nal resting plae of a hunter.
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Figure 2: Some vessels of harateristi type in the grave M17. 1.6 m tall

skeleton, the angle of orientation is 95

o

. The arrow shows the north diretion.

Figure 3: Grave of a teenage woman (M32); 1.30 m tall skeleton, orientation

angle: 61

o

.

Our explorations at Ilod show that these sites were established emeteries, operated

aording to well established ustoms, rules and rituals, indiating a well developed burial

ulture.
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The distribution of the orientation of the graves at

Ilod

In order to verify our assumption that the angles of orientation of the graves fall within

the solar ar, we alulated the value of the orientation angles projeted to year 4200 BC.

The atual points of sunrise and sunset, as seen in our time, di�er from the points seen

in 4200 BC. This well known e�et is aused by the preession of the equinotial points.

During a full year the \sunrise" points desribe an ar, whose extreme points de�ne the

(summer or winter) solstiial points. For the alulation of the azimuth (A) we used the

following formula:

osA =

sin Æ

os'

where Æ = the Sun's delination, ' = the geographial latitude of Ilod = 46

Æ

59:

00

8.

(The h height of the Sun on the horizon is 0.)

v

Figure 4: The solar ar at the latitude of Ilod.

The extreme values of the delination of the Sun and the solstitial points were alu-

lated using the method disussed in detail in this volume in the paper about the Part�a

shrine p.12, (see [6℄, [18℄, [20℄). The alulated values of angle of sunset and sunrise

(measured from the North) are shown in Table 1:

The graves' orientation was determined from the oriented map of the site, using rulers

and protrators. The data of the graves were analysed. We assume that the error of the

determination was between 1

Æ

and 2

Æ

.

Available data of the graves are listed in Table 2/A and Table 2/B.

The distribution of the graves aording to their azimuths has been onstruted. In

the analysis we made use of 20 graves from Site 'A' and 43 from Site 'B'. The result-
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Table 1

Summer Solstie (A

1

) Winter Solstie (A

2

)

Azimuth { Sunrise 53:

Æ

122 126:

Æ

878

Azimuth { Sunset 306:

Æ

878 233:

Æ

122

ing diagrams of the alignment angles are shown in Figs. 5{8. Using the data of both

emeteries, 'A' and 'B', the ombined distribution of the graves an be given in Fig. 9.

Figure 5: Distribution in the 'A' emetery given in 1

o

distanes in azimuth.

Figure 6: Distribution in the 'A' emetery given in 10

o

distanes in azimuth.
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Table 2/A

Grave Azimuth No. of �ndings Contents

M1 - 2 vessels

M2 - 5 vessels

M3 - 3 vessels

M4 - 2 vessels

M5 - 2 vessels

M6 - 4 vessels

M7 - 3 vessels

M8 - 3 vessels

M9 - 5 vessels

M10 122 7 vessels

M11 90 7 vessels

M12 89 4 1,7 m (skeleton), vessels

M13 147 2 1,1 m (hild), vessels

M14 121 4 1,7 m (woman)

M15 - - (aged man)

M16 114 5 1,7 m (skeleton, sik), ves-

sels

M17 95 3 1,6 m (skeleton), vessels

M18 112 6 1,7 m (man), vessels

M19 96 2 1,6 m (skeleton), vessels

M20 - 1 (man), vessels

M21 - 2 vessels

M22 92 5 2,6 m (skeleton), vessels

M23 - - -

M24 - 1 vessels

M25 90 1 2,1 m (skeleton), spoon

M26 88 5 1 m (skeleton), vessels

M27 - 5 vessels

M28 82 8 (aged man), vessels

M29 57 6 2,1 m (skeleton), vessels

M30 84 1 1,7 m (skeleton), vessels

M31 117 3 1,8 m (skeleton), vessels

M32 - 1 vessels

M33 - - -

M34 - - aged man

M35 84 - -

M36 112 2 1,9 m (skeleton), vessels

M37 17 - (teenage woman), vessels

M38 130 3 1,9 m (skeleton), vessels
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Table 2/B

Grave Azimuth

No. of

Content

�ndings

M1 80 - -

M2 0 - -

M3 176 - -

M4 90 - -

M5 71 - -

M6 78 - -

M7 73 - -

M8 158 - -

M9 158 - -

M10 39 - -

M11 39 - -

M12 158 - -

M13 81 - -

M14 78 - -

M15 72 - -

M16 83 - -

M17 64 - -

M18 10 7 1,75 m (skeleton), animal bone,

vessels, spondylus, pearls

M19 44 - -

M20 69 - -

M21 70 - -

M22 12 - -

M23 74 - -

M24 79 - -

M25 70 - -

M26 95 - (aged woman)

M27 107 - (aged man)

M28 160 - (teenage woman)

M29 70 - (aged woman)

M30 66 7 1,65 m (skeleton), animal bone, 6

years old boy, vessels

M31 55 - (woman, hild)

M32 61 1 1,30-m teenage woman

M33 68 - aged woman

M34 75 - 1,8-m man, landslip

M35 - 6 1,55 m, aged

M36 110 4 1,25 m, teenage

M37 90 7 -

M38 10 2 1,10 m (skeleton)

M39 132 2 -

M40 90 - aged
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Table 2/B (ont.)

Grave Azimuth

No. of

Content

�ndings

M41 - 1 man rossing a house of phase

II/III

M42 - 3 1,45 m (skeleton)

M43 - 2 1,50 m (skeleton), house rossing

M44 64 3 Mutilatu

M45 68 2 Gabriela

M48

M49 - - 7-8 years old girl

M50 - - 35 years old man

M51 163 7 animal bone, vessels

M52 - 5 animal bone, vessels

M53 33 6 animal bone, 5 lods of ohre at

the feet

Figure 7: Distribution in the 'B' emetery aording to 1

o

distanes in azimuth.

Inferenes

Funeral rites plaid an important role in the life of Neolithi soieties and the �ndings

at Ilod strongly support this assumption. The graves an be divided into three groups,

aording to the time of their origin (Phases I - III). The earliest graves of phase I are

found within the boundaries of the present day settlement, near the defensive earthworks.

During phase II the burial ground spread to about 200 m in the SW diretion. Towards

the end of phase II and in phase III the burial plae was re-transferred to the settlement

area.

The graves usually ontained some utensils buried with the body. It was noted that
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Figure 8: Distribution in the'B' emetery aording to 10

o

distanes in azimuth.

Figure 9: Combined distribution of both emeteries 'A' and 'B' aording to 1

o

distanes in azimuth.The 72% of the graves are to �nd within the solar ar,

whih here is about 73

o

.

right from phase I the vessels found in the graves were arranged in a uniform manner.

From the end of phase I graves yielding rih �ndings made their appearane. In these

later times the ustom was to plae unused vessels (painted ornamental vessels, whih,

after �ring ould not be used for any household purpose) in the grave. Some vessels of a

distint type were repeatedly found, but their signi�ane has not been as yet established.

The Ilod groups were found generally in the riverbed, or on the banks or shoals of

the river Some�s (Szamos). The settlements are quite extensive, as big as 80 hetares in
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Figure 10: Vessel types (after Lazarovii, 1991, p. 33 ).

ounty Cluj, or four to �ve hetares for eah phase at Ilod

1

.

On the basis of our �ndings we an infer that the eonomy of the Neolithi inhabitants

of the area was based on agriulture, hunting, �shing and animal husbandry.

The graves found outside the solar ar ontain fewer artifats (vessels) than those

found inside. In these graves suh utensils make their appearane as are usually found in

the latest graves of the Ilod burial site, suh as tools made of hiselled or arved stone.

This fat led us to the tentative assumption that the third (last) phase was assoiated

with a drasti hange in burial ustoms, whih manifested itself also in the hanging of

the graves' alignment to the NS diretion. These hanges in the spiritual and eonomi

life of the ommunity seem to indiate the transition to the Bronze (Eneolithi) age.
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ORIENTATION OF GRAVES AND SKELETONS

IN THE EARLY BRONZE AGE NECROPOLIS OF

MOKRIN
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Abstrat

The presene of the skeleton/grave orientation toward the ardinal points of

azimuth has been on�rmed for several prehistori neropoles worldwide. In this

paper the authors have studied orientation data aquired from the Bronze Age

neropolis in Mokrin hoping to get more insight on the burial ritual of this anient

population.

In Mokrin emetery (2300{2100 BC) the orientation of 146 graves and 171 skele-

tons were studied. Their angular distribution has been determined. Our results

show that the graves and skeletons were oriented in north{south or south{north

diretion, respetively. The faes of the dead pointed toward the sunrise.

General Desription

The Early Bronze Age neropolis of Mokrin is situated near the village of the same name

in eastern Banat (Serbia), 13 km north of Kikinda, in the immediate viinity of Yugoslav{

Romanian border (45

Æ

55

0

north latitude, 20

Æ

22

0

east longitude) (See the Map at the end

of the volume.)

The neropolis is bounded by the river Tisa from the west, the river Moris from the

north, the old Begej irrigation hannel from the south, and the Romanian border from the

east. It is situated on the northern slope of a sand rok, and therefore well proteted from

oods and underground waters. The hoie of suh a valuable piee of land together with

the funeral rites indiate the importane the survivors attributed to the proper treatment

of their deeased in Mokrin.

Researh history

The neropolis of Mokrin, with its 312 explored graves and the material they yielded,

represents one of the most explored and doumented prehistori neropoles in Serbia. In

ourse of the eight years of �eldwork (1953, 1958{60, 1963{65, 1967, 1969{70) total area

of 10.080 m

2

was investigated. The northern, northeastern and southeastern part of the
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neropolis that remained unexplored is believed to ontain another 50 to 100 unexavated

graves (Giri� 1971:34).

The examination of the anthropologial material from the Mokrin neropolis has been

onduted by two separate teams: Gy. Farkas and P. Lipt�ak (1971), and I. Lengyel (1972).

They have arried out both morphologial and osteo-hemial analyses. Their data has

been used in this paper for analyzing the orientation of skeletons in respet to their sex.

Taking into onsideration the number of exavated graves, the satisfatory degree

of the preservation of the skeletal material (Farkas and Lipt�ak 1971:240) and the lear

demaration of the grave pit ontours, the Mokrin neropolis an give enough data for

grave and skeletal orientation to be analysed.

Relative and absolute hronology

The Mokrin neropolis has not been in extensive use. It is dated between 2300{2100

BC and belongs to the Early Bronze Age period. Grave goods are dated in the interval

between BIb and the beginning of the BIIIa phase of the Bronze Age aording to the

hronology of A. Mozsolis, i.e., the end of I and whole II and III Bronze Age period

aording to I. B�ona. Usage of the neropolis in Mokrin was suddenly interrupted in the

BIII phase (A. Mozsolis 1967:127-184), i.e. III period of the Early Bronze Age (I. B�ona

1975) (Giri� 197 1:235{237).

Burial rites

The people of Mokrin pratied skeletal burials with the dead plaed on a side in a

ontrated or exed position, with arms bent at the elbow and hands at the shoulder

level or just in front of the fae (Giri� 1971:196). They were laid in the grave-pits of fairly

retangular shape with an extra spae left near the feet for grave goods to be plaed (Giri�

1971:193{194). Most of the burials are single ones with the exeption of four graves: three

graves (22, 257, 308) whih ontained a hild and an adult (grown up individuals of both

sexes were presented) and one grave (122) ontaining 2 adults (a man and a woman) and

a hild. Sine adults were of approximately the same age it has been assumed that these

graves represent family burials (Giri� 1971:197).

Apart skeletal inhumation, remation, whih orresponds to the early phase of Moris

ulture (widely known as Maros ulture) as well, has also been deteted in the Mokrin

neropolis (�ve graves). This burial pratie, unharateristi for Mokrin, is believed to

have derived from Nagyr�ev or Kisapostag group (Tasi� 1974:197{198).

Orientation of Skeletons and Graves

By studying skethes of the graves and taking into aount the sex of the deeased we an

observe the existene of a spei� pattern of burial: male skeletons lay on their left body

side and are orientated with their heads toward the north, while female skeletons lay on

their right side with heads orientated toward the south. With bodies plaed and orientated

in this way heads of the skeletons of both sexes faed east. A ertain number of exeptions

to this rule an be notied and we an lassify them in the next four ategories:
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1. orretly orientated (male skeletons oriented with heads toward north, female skele-

tons with heads toward south) and orretly plaed skeletons (they fae east),

2. orretly orientated, but inorretly plaed skeletons,

3. inorretly orientated, but orretly plaed skeletons and

4. inorretly orientated and inorretly plaed skeletons.

Skeletal orientation analysis

From the grave skethes (Giri� 1971:Tab. I{XXXIII) the orientation of 171 skeletons

was analyzed (see Tables 3 and 4 attahed to the end of this paper). For this purpose

the angle between skeleton axis, determined by spinal olumn, and geographial north

was measured lokwise (from north to east). Results aquired this way are shown as

histograms in Figures 1 and 2.

Figure 1: Orientation of male skeletons at Mokrin nekropolis

By analyzing histograms the angular distribution of the skeleton orientation has been

determined: male skeletons are orientated heads toward the north with the highest devi-

ation of around 40

Æ

toward east and west (Fig. 1). Female skeletons are orientated heads

toward the south with the highest deviation of 50

Æ

toward the west (Fig. 2).

Out of the total number of male skeletons analyzed (72) 63 are orientated toward

north. Nine skeletons orientated toward south are the exeption (skeletons 1, 79, 147,

122S, 202, 208, 210, 226 and 281) (Tab. 1).

In ase of the skeleton 1, hemial and morphologial analyses haven't been arried out

and onsequently this skeleton has not been taken into the onsideration. For skeletons

147 and 210 hemial and morphologial analyses gave di�erent results (Lengyel 1972:89).

The position in whih they lay in the grave (right side) indiates the female burial ritual

so it ould be speulated that these skeletons were indeed of female sex. Gy. Farkas and
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Table 1: Anthropologial analysis of male skeletons orientated toward south

No. Chemial Morphologial Morphologial Body Fae

of analysis of analysis of analysis of position orientation

grave Lengyel Lengyel Farkas and

Lipt�ak

1 - - - right east

79 - - male right east

147 female male male right east

122S male male male right east

202 male male male left west

208 male male male left west

210 female male male right east

226 - - male left west

281 male male male right east

P. Lipt�ak (1971:241) ame to the same onlusion and subsequently these skeletons were

not used in the analysis.

Skeletons 10 and 167 belong to a di�erent exeption group. Skeleton 10 is male by

both I. Lengyel's (1972:88) and Gy. Farkas{P. Lipt�ak's (1971:119) analyses. Skeleton

167 is also determined as male by morphologial analyses of Gy. Farkas and P. Lipt�ak

(1971:119). Both skeletons are orretly orientated, but inorretly plaed in the grave,

i.e., they fae west.

Skeletons 79, 122S and 281 are de�nitely male, whih was on�rmed by hemial and

morphologial analyses of Lengyel (1972:89) for skeletons 122S and 281, and morphologial

analyses of Gy. Farkas and P. Lipt�ak (1971, Tab. 1) for all three skeletons. These skeletons

were plaed on the right hand side, so they were both orientated and plaed as female

skeletons. They belong into the ategory of inorretly orientated, but orretly plaed

skeletons faing the east.

Skeletons 202 and 208 are male (hemial and morphologial analyses of Lengyel

(1972:89) and morphologial analyses of Gy. Farkas and P. Lipt�ak (1971:134, 137)). For

skeleton 226 we only have morphologial analysis of Gy. Farkas and P. Lipt�ak (1971:144)

aording to whih this skeleton is male (Tab. 1). These three skeletons are inorretly

orientated and inorretly plaed with their faes turned to west. There is no visible trae

of any attempt to turn their heads toward east by fore.

Relations between orretly orientated and orretly plaed skeletons and those listed

above have been analyzed in order to detet any feature whih ould help us understand

and explain the reasons for whih these skeletons were exluded from the usual manner

of burial. For this purpose the rihness of grave goods, age and the position of hands was

analyzed. No di�erenes were deteted.

Orientation of 99 female skeletons was also analyzed. Out of this number 88 were

orretly orientated (head toward south) and orretly laid (faing east). Eleven skeletons

show deviation from this pattern. These are skeletons 62, 63, 64, 94, 95, 127, 13 2, 159,

266, 272 and 299 (Tab. 2). Sex of these skeletons was determined by Gy. Farkas and P.

Lipt�ak's morphologial analysis solely (1971, Tab. 1).
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Figure 2: Orientation of female skeletons at Mokrin nekropolis

Table 2: Female skeletons that di�er from burial ritual oriented toward north

No. Morphologial Body Skeletal Fae

of analysis of orientation orientation orientation

grave skeletons

62 female left north east

63 female right north west

64 female right north west

94 female left north east

95 female left north east

127 female right north -

132 female right north west

159 female right north west

266 female right north west

272 female left south west

299 female right north east

Only one skeleton is orretly orientated (272) and inorretly plaed so that it faes

west. Giri� mentions other female skeletons (138, 141, 153 and 270) that faed west

(1971:197). However, exept skeleton 138 whose orientation ould not be preisely deter-

mined from the illustration of the grave, skethings of other graves mentioned were not

published. Skeletons 62, 94 and 95 are inorretly orientated, but orretly plaed in the

grave and they fae east. These skeletons are atually buried as if they were male. Skele-

tons 63, 64, 127, 132, 159, 266 and 299 are inorretly orientated (head toward north)

and inorretly plaed in a grave (on the right hand side) so they fae west, exept skele-

tons 127 (skull disloated) and 299 (faing east). There are indiations that the head of

skeleton 299 was turned in an unnatural position to fae east by use of fore whih is a

unique ourrene in the Mokrin neropolis.
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Figure 3: Orientation of male graves at Mokrin nekropolis

Figure 4: Orientation of female graves at Mokrin nekropolis
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Relations between orretly orientated and plaed female skeletons and those female

skeletons that di�er from this rule have been analyzed. Same riteria as with male skele-

tons have been used. No other di�erenes in burial rite were deteted in this ase either.

Grave orientation

The orientation angle of a grave was measured between one longer side of the grave and

geographial north lokwise (toward the east). Orientation of 154 graves was measured.

Graves were divided into male (67) and female (87) ones based on the orientation of the

skeletons they ontained. The diretion of graves was determined so that the preision of

orientating graves ould be ompared with the preision of orientating skeletons in them.

Orientation of male and female graves is presented in histograms (Figures 3 and 4).

Angular distribution of grave orientation shows two sharp peaks on the azimuth of 180

Æ

for female and 0

Æ

(i.e. 360

Æ

) for male grave pits, whih orresponds with the ustom of

burying male deeased in the north{south diretion (head to north) and female in the

south{north diretion (head to south). When ompared with the width of the angular

distribution of skeleton orientation from histograms 1 and 2, it is learly visible that grave

pits were muh more preisely orientated.

To determine the auray of skeleton and grave orientation, we have disregarded the

di�erene in the diretion male and female skeletons were orientated in and inorporated

the peaks of their histograms (see Figures 5 and 6). The angular distribution was then

approximated with a Gaussian. The halfwidth of the Gaussian was taken as unit of

the deviation. Results aquired this way show that the preision of orienting graves is

�7:5

Æ

o� the north{south axis, while in the ase of skeletons the deviation is �25:9

Æ

,

whih means that the width of the distribution of skeleton orientation is 3.4 times bigger

than in the ase of graves. Deviation of only 7:5

Æ

to the north{south axis indiates that

greater attention was paid to orientating grave pits (Vine 1996:201). On the other hand,

deviation of skeleton orientation of 25:9

Æ

testi�es that prehistori inhabitants of Mokrin

did not bother with preise orientation of skeletons one within a grave. It seems that by

orientating grave pits demands of the burial ustom were satis�ed.

Orientation of the neropolis and patterns in grave distribution

The Mokrin neropolis was orientated in two diretions: north{northwest and south{

southeast. Gy. Farkas and P. Lipt�ak have singled out few parallel rows in the north{south

diretion. Within these rows ertain regularity was deteted: younger male individuals

were buried in the northern part, younger female individuals in the southern part, while

older individuals were buried in-between. No analysis has been arried out in order to

determine if there were any geneti links among the deeased buried in the same row

(Farkas and Lipt�ak 1971:262).

Gy. Farkas and P. Lipt�ak have also observed several groups of 6 to 8 graves onen-

trated on one ellipti area. Analysis of blood types that was onduted on them revealed

that skeletons within one group were related (Farkas and Lipt�ak 1971:262).
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Figure 5: Orientation of skeletons in the emetery at Mokrin dedued to 180

Æ

Figure 6: Orientation of graves in the emetery at Mokrin dedued to 180

Æ
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Conlusion

The onsistent orientation of grave pits in north-south diretion and vie versa ould be

explained in the same way as the east-west orientation | by the basi movement of the

Sun: the north is old, the south is sunny/warm. But in ase of Mokrin, another, equally

persistent, orientation exists | fae orientation toward east/west depending on the sex

of the deeased.

Comprehensive explanation of suh ritual an only be speulated for the present: men

fae east, in the diretion of approahing Sun, with the free right hand, the one that

governs arms and that has always symbolized warrior's strength. Women also fae the

Sun, the origin of all life; women have a free left hand, the one on whih a newborn lays.

Neolithi Great Goddesses of Life are most ommonly presented in that position.

All stated indiates the existene of omplex religious beliefs in the Early Bronze Age

of Danube and Tisa valley manifested in the partiular burial ritual obligatory for all

members of the population
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Table 3: Male skeletons: age, body position, angle of skeleton and grave orientation and

fae orientation.

Grave Age Body Skeletal Grave Fae

No. position orientation angle orientation angle orientation

1 inf1 left 180 - -

6 inf2 left 0 357 east

10 sen right 356 24 west

12 ad - - 3 -

13 inf1 - - 4 -

14 ad left 358 - east

16 juv left 2 0 east

23 inf2 left 4 4 east

24 ad left 14 356 east

26 ad left 0 0 east

36 inf2 left 353 340 east

38 ad - sen left 8 0 east

40 ad left 39 - east

41 inf2 left - 0 -

42 ad - - 180 -

49 - - - 0 -

57 ad left 1 21 -

74 ad left 355 - east

79 mat - sen right 177 180 east

83 ad left 25 3 -

85 ad left 357 0 -

91 sen left 29 0 east

92 sen - mat left 16 2 east

110 ad left 31 - east

112 inf2 left 0 - east

115 inf1 left 340 2 east

118 mat left 0 356 east

122b inf2 left 22 185 east

122S ad right 190 185 east

123 inf1 left 30 - east

125 mat left 38 24 east

126 mat left 62 53 east

129 mat left 32 4 east

134 inf1 - - 0 -

139 inf1 left 25 0 east

145 ad left 354 358 east

147 ad right 175 167 east

148 inf1 left 11 351 east

149 sen left 351 353 east

150 sen left 356 350 -

157 - - - 2 -

158 mat left 344 338 east

164 inf1 - - 346 east

167 ad - mat right 337 0 west
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Table 3: ontinued.

Grave Age Body Skeletal Grave Fae

No. position orientation angle orientation angle orientation

168 mat left 22 - east

169 inf2 left 8 - east

171 ad left 6 - east

173 mat left 358 0 east

177 sen left 348 - east

185 mat left 6 0 east

187 ad sattered bones - 0 -

189 mat left 54 - east

198 sen - mat left 35 358 east

202 inf2 left 155 - west

208 mat left 203 - west

210 sen right 175 - east

211 mat - sen left 357 357 east

212 inf2 left - 355 east

218 ad left 17 - east

226 mat left 180 177 west

230 mat - sen left 17 354 east

232 ad left 22 0 east

234 ad left 17 0 east

238 inf2 left - 5 east

239 inf2 left 345 0 east

240 mat left 5 357 east

241 ad left 330 340 east

242 ad - - 177 -

243 ad left 32 354 east

244 ad - - 173 -

250 mat left 353 324 east

259 ad left 24 358 east

262 inf1 left - 3 -

263 ad left 17 357 east

264 mat left 9 - east

265 inf2 left 17 0 east

274 ad - - 339 -

277 ad left 12 - east

280 ad left 21 358 east

281 sen right 160 - east

282 juv left 24 - -

286 ad(?) - - 355 -

290 inf2 left 10 0 east

291 ad left 0 - east

292 inf1 left 9 0 east

295 juv left 357 0 east

296 ad left 0 0 east

301 ad left 9 354 east
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Table 4: Female skeletons: age, body position, angle of skeleton and grave orientation and

fae orientation.

Grave Age Body Skeletal Grave Fae

No. position orientation angle orientation angle orientation

2 inf1 right - 180

Æ

east

3 mat right 152

Æ

357

Æ

east

5 inf1 right 165

Æ

357

Æ

east

7 ad right 162

Æ

180

Æ

east

8 sen - - 0

Æ

-

9 ad right 148

Æ

- east

11 ad right - 198

Æ

east

15 ad - m at right 152

Æ

- east

19 ad right - 177

Æ

east

20 mat right 169

Æ

180

Æ

east

22 inf1 right 164

Æ

180

Æ

east

25 inf1 right 167

Æ

- east

39 ad right 140

Æ

- east

47 inf1 - - 181

Æ

-

48 inf1 - - 180

Æ

-

52 ad right 0

Æ

0

Æ

-

53 ad right 184

Æ

176

Æ

east

55 inf2 right 137

Æ

179

Æ

east

56 juv right 173

Æ

165

Æ

east

61 ad right 177

Æ

- -

62 inf2 left 0

Æ

- east

63 ad right 325

Æ

- west

64 ad right 358

Æ

0

Æ

west

69 ad right 176

Æ

180

Æ

east

73 ad right 132

Æ

145

Æ

east

76 sen right 156

Æ

- east

77 ad right 152

Æ

360

Æ

east

78 inf1 right 165

Æ

- east

80 ad right 168

Æ

180

Æ

east

82 ad right 171

Æ

180

Æ

east

84 sen right 158

Æ

180

Æ

east

89 mat right 150

Æ

180

Æ

east

90 - right 175

Æ

180

Æ

east

94 inf1 left 358

Æ

340

Æ

-

95 inf1 left - 332

Æ

east

96 inf2 right 165

Æ

179

Æ

east

97 ad right 177

Æ

180

Æ

east

98 ad right 137

Æ

175

Æ

east
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Table 4: ontinued.

Grave Age Body Skeletal Grave Fae

No. position orientation angle orientation angle orientation

100 ad right 167

Æ

175

Æ

east

101 ad right 172

Æ

178

Æ

east

102 ad right 160

Æ

180

Æ

east

104 ad right 167

Æ

173

Æ

east

108 ad right 179

Æ

180

Æ

east

109 ad right 161

Æ

173

Æ

east

113 ad right 148

Æ

- east

117 ad right 196

Æ

198

Æ

east

119 mat right 145

Æ

145

Æ

east

124 mat right 208

Æ

180

Æ

-

127 ad right 2

Æ

- -

128 inf2 right 167

Æ

178

Æ

east

132 ad right 342

Æ

357

Æ

west

133 ad right 156

Æ

180

Æ

east

135 inf2 right 174

Æ

180

Æ

east

136 ad right 151

Æ

159

Æ

east

137 ad right 178

Æ

178

Æ

east

140 ad right 137

Æ

177

Æ

east

144 ad right 180

Æ

170

Æ

east

151 ad right 168

Æ

- east

154 mat left 140

Æ

180

Æ

east

155 mat right 142

Æ

- east

159 ad right 340

Æ

358

Æ

west

161 inf 2 right 157

Æ

168

Æ

east

165 mat right 157

Æ

- east

170 mat right 175

Æ

- east

172 ad right 175

Æ

- east

174 mat right 172

Æ

- east

179 mat right 158

Æ

- east

180 mat right 191

Æ

- east

181 ad right 166

Æ

180

Æ

east

182 ad right 166

Æ

182

Æ

east

186 inf2 - - 180

Æ

-

191 inf2 right 165

Æ

- east

194 inf2 right 158

Æ

- east

200 ad right - 179

Æ

east

201 ad right 163

Æ

- -

205 sen right 165

Æ

180

Æ

east

206 sen right 140

Æ

- east

209 ad right 172

Æ

- east

215 inf2 right - 177

Æ

-
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Table 4: ontinued.

Grave Age Body Skeletal Grave Fae

No. position orientation angle orientation angle orientation

221 sen right 150

Æ

- east

222 mat right 140

Æ

- east

223 inf2 right 167

Æ

- east

227 mat right 171

Æ

180

Æ

east

228 mat right 172

Æ

180

Æ

east

229 ad right 163

Æ

178

Æ

east

231 ad right 150

Æ

190

Æ

east

235 ad right 143

Æ

180

Æ

east

237 ad right 160

Æ

- east

245 ad right 142

Æ

188

Æ

east

246 ad right 157

Æ

183

Æ

east

247 inf2 right 151

Æ

- east

248 mat right 171

Æ

175

Æ

east

252 mat right - 180

Æ

east

256 ad right - 180

Æ

-

257/A ad right 152

Æ

- east

261 ad right 180

Æ

183

Æ

east

266 ad right 339

Æ

0

Æ

west

267 inf1 right 178

Æ

180

Æ

east

268 inf2 right - 180

Æ

-

269 sen right 170

Æ

177

Æ

east

271 mat right 153

Æ

180

Æ

-

272 ad - m at left 160

Æ

151

Æ

west

279 ad right 168

Æ

180

Æ

east

283 ad right 138

Æ

- east

287 ad right 180

Æ

178

Æ

east

288 sen right 180

Æ

180

Æ

east

293 ad right 181

Æ

- east

297 sen right 180

Æ

2

Æ

east

299 ad right 50

Æ

- east

300 ad right 168

Æ

- east

302 ad right 170

Æ

187

Æ

east

305 juv right 141

Æ

- east
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The orientation of graves from the Period of the

Hungarian Land Conquest

E. Zsoldos, B. Szeidl

Konkoly Observatory, Budapest

Abstrat

The orientation of graves in seven emeteries from the Period of Land Conquest

(10

th

{11

th

.) were measured. The distribution of the angles strongly suggests that

the pits were aligned by the diretion of daily sunset/sunrise.

Before the \invention" of light pollution, men had a more intimate onnetion with the

sky. The sky, for example, provided events whih ould be used to onstrut a alendar.

Another ase of the e�et of the sky on the everyday life (and death) of our anestors

is onneted to the various burial rites. The rites themselves are not known but their

result, i.e. emeteries, standing stones, various types of buildings show it through their

orientation. It seems quite ertain that already Neolithi or Copper Age people used

the sunrise/sunset for the time of burial (Barlai 1980, Barlai et al. 1992, Heggie 1982,

Shlosser &

�

Cierny 1982).

A promising �eld of investigation is the orientation of graves in emeteries from the Pe-

riod of Hungarian Conquest (10th entury). There are several well doumented emeteries

(e.g. see Fodor et al. 1996), a few of them were used for the present paper. An earlier

attempt by Csalog (1967) foused on other than astronomial sides of the question. A

few years later Dienes (1974), however, onviningly argued against Csalog's onlusions.

The measurements were made on the maps with an angle-measuring instrument (the

maps are from Fodor et al. 1996). We both measured the angles (West was 0

o

, North was

90

o

). The di�erene between the two sets of measurements were rather small (di�erene

(EZS�BSZ)=0:

o

48). Sine both the error of the digging of the grave and that of measuring

the angle by the arhaeologist ould produe signi�antly larger error (Barlai 1980, Barlai

& Bogn�ar-Kutzi�an 1995), the above small systemati error was negleted.

Figures 1a{g show the result of the measurements. Notes on individual emeteries:

� S�osharty�an-Hossz�utet}o (Fig. 1a): The emetery ontains the graves of the

`middle-lass' of the onquerors (Fodor et al. 1996). The orientation angles show a

more or less even distribution around 25{30

o

, implying that the emetery was used

mostly during the summer.
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� Karos II{III (Fig. 1b-): The Karos emeteries are part of a prinely burial plae

(Fodor et al. 1996). Karos II was the earlier, but both II and III belonged to

the same ethni group (i.e. Hungarians) (R�ev�esz 1996). Karos II shows the kind

of distribution of angles whih is most naturally explainable by burial at the daily

sunrise/sunset (in ontrast to a burial at a �xed | e.g. the Sun at the vernal equinox

| orientation). The small number of graves at Karos III makes it impossible to

draw onlusions.

� Aldebr}o-Mos�aros (Fig. 1d): The emetery belonged to the wealthier free lass

(Fodor et al. 1996). Here, again, the number of graves is too small. Nevertheless,

the distribution seems to be the same as in the ase of Karos II.

� S�arr�etudvari-H��z�of�old (Fig. 1e): This is a very large emetery, belonging to the

�rst generation of onquerors (M. Nepper 1991). It shows niely the W{E orientation

of the graves. The base of the diagram is, however, muh larger than the solar ar.

� Tiszaf�ured-Nagykenderf�oldek (Fig. 1f): The graves show the same distribution

as in Karos II. The solar ar is �lled in.

� Ibr�any-Esb�ohalom (Fig. 1g): This emetery proved to be the most interesting

among the seven. It is on a small, 3.5 m high oval sand hill running from south

to north (Istv�anovits 1996). It �lls in the solar ar, and is oriented in the same

way as Karos II. The peak in Fig. 1g, however, is doubled. The reason for this is

apparent from the map of the emetery (Fig. 8 in Istv�anovits 1996, Plan 6 in Fodor

et al. 1996). The earlier graves (10th entury) were digged in the western side of the

hill, while the later (early 11th entury) ones found plae only on the eastern and

northern side. Those dug in the eastern side had a horizon several metres higher

than the ones in the western sides (or vie versa). Supposing graves were digged at

sunset (but it works in the opposite diretion, too) the eastern diggers saw the sun

disappear earlier (beause of the higher horizon), and therefore their graves were

oriented more to the south.

There are some other interesting features of the emeteries. In two ases | Ibr�any-

Esb�ohalom and Aldebr}o-Mos�aros | there are graves with greatly di�erent orientation

angles. The reason for this, in the former ase at least, was the di�erent ethniity of the

deads (Istv�anovits 1996).

Ibr�any-Esb�ohalom deserves more attention. Figure 2a-d shows the orientation of the

di�erent omponents of this emetery. Istv�anovits (1996) divided it into three parts:

1. The lowest line on the western slope, it is the earlier part of the emetery. The

orientation is shown on Fig. 2a.

2. The other western graves. See Fig. 2b.

3. The eastern and northern graves. See Fig. 2. (Fig. 2d is the total omitting the

disrepant graves).
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Figure 1: The orientation of graves in Conquest Period emeteries. (a): S�osharty�an-

Hossz�utet}o, (b): Karos II, (): Karos III, (d): Aldebr}o-Mos�aros, (e): S�arr�etudvari-

H��z�of�old, (f): Tiszaf�ured-Nagykenderf�oldek, (g): Ibr�any-Esb�ohalom. West is at 0

o

, North

is at 90

o

.
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Figure 2: The orientation of the three omponents of Ibr�any-Esb�ohalom. See text for

explanation.
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The most western graves show the most northern orientation (either beause they saw

sunset at the lowest horizon or beause they saw sunrise at the highest horizon). The

seond group is similar, their di�erene is not signi�ant beause of the small number of

graves in the �rst group. Finally, the last (hronologially last, too) graves show a more

southern orientation (either beause they saw sunrise at the lowest horizon or beause

they saw sunset at the highest horizon).
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"...elesiarum situs plerumque talis erat, ut �deles faie altare versa

orantes orientem solem, symbolum Christi, qui est sol iustitiae et lux mundi

intuerentur."

"...the loation of the hurhes was generally suh that the faithful, in

praying, with their faes turned toward the altar, would be looking toward the

rising sun, the symbol of Christ, who is the sun of justie and the light of the

universe."

Athanasius, bishop of Alexandria (299 - 373 A.D.)



THE MURALS OF THE ROMANESQUE CHURCH

OF VELEM

�

ER

Father J�ozsef Kov�as

Oszk�o, Hungary

Abstrat

The village of Velem�er is in western Hungary. Data regarding the village go bak

to the end of the 13th entury.

Aording to available data, the hurh has always been known by the Holy

Trinity name. Although reorded doumentation referenes the hurh only from

1360 on, sholars of anient arhitetural styling surmise that it was most likely

ereted during the last deades of the 13th entury.

Upon entering the hurh of Velem�er, one would see to emerge slowly from the

mystial dimness the olors, images, and ompositions of what is left from the works

of art of a master | and, maybe, of his shool of the middle ages. The totality of

the paintings i.e. the omplete ionography omes together, in a manner typial of

the period of sholastiism, aording to the rules of sermoni-theory, so alled ars

praediandi. The images provide a sort of pitographi essay about eah member of

the Holy Trinity. Thus, the murals reet a great homily presented not verbally but

in a losely related, arti�ial language system of ions and symbolism. Hene, the

individual images are not words, not even depitions of onepts, but the `ouriers

of truth'.

1 Introdution

Rising to an elevation of 217 m (712 ft) above sea level, the Holy Trinity Churh of

Velem�er in western Hungary is a �lial adjunt of the Roman Catholi parish of the next

village, Keraszomor.

Data regarding the village goes bak to the end of the 13th entury. It is likely that

the name of the village means `white light' or `sunshine', and, perhaps, an be linked to

the name of Prine Velem�er, one of the hieftains of the Eastern Goths who settled in

this region, Pannonia, during the middle of the 5th entury.

Aording to available data, the hurh has always been known by the Holy Trinity

name. Although reorded doumentation referenes the hurh only from 1360 on, sholars

of anient arhitetural styling surmise that it was most likely ereted during the last

deades of the 13th entury.

At one time, murals adorned the hurh on both the inside and outside walls. Today,

only traes of the exterior murals are visible, spei�ally on the south wall of the steeple

and on the adjoining westward wall surfae. This latter mural of yore one depited a
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Figure 1: Southern view of the hurh.

Figure 2: The eastern window.

sene with St. Chistopher urging people to lead a Christian life and go to hurh. This

mural omplied with the anient pratie of presenting Christopher as he is arrying

Christ so that his fae is turned in the diretion of the settlement and, thus the villagers

approahing therefrom ould meet the gaze of his eyes. Thene the saying from the middle

ages: \Nobody dies an evil death the day they saw St. Christopher."

Based on writings dating to the middle of the 18th entury, we know that the arriving

worshipers were able to see in the doorway at the foot of the steeple a mural that showed

an Adam & Eve sene and in the tympanon above the door a piture of Christ reminding

us of His biblial statement \I am the way". Nothing is left of these paintings.

Let us then proeed with a visual examination of the images or, rather the building

bloks that support them.
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Figure 3: Detail from the upper part of the santuary.

2 The Santuary

The hurh has been built with strit adherene to anient onstrution rules. Aord-

ingly: its lengthwise orientation is east-to-west, the santuary being to the east and its

window positioned in suh a way that, through it, the �rst rays of the rising Sun, on the

feast of after whom the hurh is named, would illuminate the image or symbol of the

name-giver, in this ase, the three onentri irles on the inner side of the vitory arh.

The images provide a sort of pitographi essay about eah member of the Holy Trinity.

In examining the murals, we do not follow the ordering set by theology but, rather start

with the most striking image.

The Son. Opposite the symbol of the Holy Trinity inside the hanel, we an see the

fae of Christ as if it were imprinted upon a loth, reeting what tradition holds about

Veronia, the maiden who handed a veil to Christ to wipe His fae while He was arrying

the ross on the way to Calvary. The name Veronia omes from the lassial Greek veron

ikon meaning `true image', and, by depiting Christ in this form, the artists of the middle

ages intended to emphasize a \redible" vs. \man-made" fae of Him.

In the Christian reed, Christ, the Son of God who beame man, has a dual person-

ality, His divinity is symbolized by the brightness of the window: \I am the light." His

humanness is depited by a oral ornamentation in the window reess: starting out of a

letter `O' on one side of the window, a vine asends to form a stylized `M' at the top and

desends on the other side into a seond `O' (OMO = homo, meaning `man' in Latin).

The `M' is adorned by nine owers signifying the nine months of the human fetal growth.

The Latin text around the window admonishes us that the respet the image garners

should be direted at what is depited, not the art work.
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Figure 4: The Annuniation inside the santuary.
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This window representing the dual nature of Christ is integrated into a sene that

heralds the imminent of Christ, the man. On the left of the window, i.e. on the north-east

wall, arhangel Gabriel gestures the sign of `V' (verbum = `verbose') with his �ngers, his

greeting spelled out on a owing ribbon: \Ave, gratia plena. Dominus teum." (Hail,

full of grae. The Lord be with you.) Above Gabriel, a winged lion symbolizes Mark

the Evangelist. On the right, there is Mary with an open book next to her. Readable

is the prayer from her lips: \Magni�at anima mea Dominum. . . " (My soul glori�es the

Lord. . . ) Above her, the eagle is the sign of the evangelist John.

We must mention here that the order in whih the evangelists are depited does not

always follow the anonial sequene of Mathew, Mark, Luke, and John. Certain religious

writers established di�erent sequenes. For example, Hugo de Saint-Vitoir or Honorius

d'Autun established an ordering priniple whereby the Sun (symbolizing Christ) and its

relation to the four ompass points set the sequene: a) Mathew on the north | his gospel

starts with the birth of Christ; b) Luke on the west | his gospel is about the tribulations

and death of Christ: the Sun sets in the west; ) John on the south | his gospel glori�es

God's eternal Light | the Sun is the brightest in the south; d) Mark on the east | his

gospel ends with Christ's resurretion and asension; rising Sun.

In this ionography at Velem�er, the Holy Trinity symbol oupies the west wall and the

santuary is not retangular (see the diagram); hene, the artist was unable to position

the signs of all four evangelists aording to the ompass points. Starting with Mathew on

the north and skipping the west wall, he goes full irle in a ounter-lokwise diretion,

Luke on the south, John to the south-east, and Mark to the north-east. It is interesting

to note that, if September is onsidered the starting point of the year | as in the anient

religious alendars | the same sequene is evident: the feasts of Mathew, Luke, John,

and Mark are observed on Sept. 21, Ot. 18, De. 27, and Apr. 25, respetively.

The Father. The person of the Son refers bak to the one who has begotten Him.

In the artist's rendition, this is manifest in Gabriel arhangel's right wing spreading over

to the northern wall surfae, whose ions represent the Father. Sine it is impossible to

portray Him in a painting, He is depited through ations and harateristis onstrued

to be uniquely His own: Creator and Almighty (this is alled the appropriative method);

there is, however no reation sene. He is pereived only through a symboli image

struture whose ertain elements were derived from interpretative religious explanations

of biblial statements and allegories: \In the beginning God reated the heaven and the

earth" and \Wisdom builds a house for itself". The phrase \in the beginning" may have

several meanings: \the beginning of time", \in the Son", or \before everything".

The artist elaborated on the last interpretation. To that end, he hose the angeli

symbol, the herub (a human-faed angel or a winged youth). Today, only fragments of

the green herub wings are visible. It is noteworthy that the herub is also the symbol of

St. Mathew.

The interpretation of the \artist of the universe, wisdom builds a house for itself" is

apparent in two symboli representations: Through the arts: on his knees in front of the

ark of the ovenant, King Solomon, while onserating the ornate house he has built for

the Lord, prays with an entraned expression and arms strethed out toward heaven, his

prayer on a ribbon owing from his hands.

Aording to the �ndings of art-history, the Solomom image, in addition to depiting

a biblial sene, is also the self-portrait of the artist. The proof of this is evident in the

triangular artist-emblem visible on the oor next to the knees and also in the text of
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Figure 5: Overall view of the murals.
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Figure 6: Fragmentary parts of the Holy Wisdom.

the prayer. In Latin it is: \Omnes Santi Orate Pro Ho Ioanni Aquila + pitore." It

arries a dual meaning. The apitalized initials onvey a hidden ontent: O SOPHIA

= Oh Wisdom! (holy Wisdom, the hurh-builder!). The diret meaning of the prayer

reads in English as \All Saints, pray for me, John Aquila painter". Thus the duality of

the image is omplemented by the dual nature of the prayer's ontents. It is very likely,

though that John Aquila was not the real name of the artist for, in medieval times, the

name John Aquila was ommonly used in referene to sribes, odex-opiers, and masters

of religious art. Also, St. John | the author of gospel and epistles, and onsidered the

patron saint of artists | was represented by the biblial ionographi symbol of an eagle

(Latin aquila).

Some details are known about the aomplishments of the artist, inognito \John

Aquila". He prepared the murals in Velem�er (1377-1378), in B�antornya (today: Turnise,

Slovenia; 1382), and in M�artonhely (today: Martjani, Slovenia; 1392). At this latter

site, he professes to have been the builder of the hurh and designates his birthplae as

Radkersburg in Austria (Regede, Radgona). He is thought to have painted one of the

layers of the multi-oated murals of the round-hurh, and also the murals of its upola,

in Nagytelek (today: Selo, Serbia). Style ritis redit him with murals in Muraszombat

(today: Murska Sobota, Slovenia). Aording to others, he has painted in Transylvania,

Vienna, Florene, and Radkersburg; this, however, is merely onjeture without any proof.

It is not known whether the artist was a lerial or layperson, even though art-

historians lassify him as a worldly individual, partiularly beause of his self-portrait

referened above. The uto�/slashed, striped shirt, in whih King Louis the Great of Hun-

gary from the Royal House Anjou is also depited in pitorial hroniles, might prompt us

to think that he ould have had onnetions to the royal ourt. As for the artist's emblem,

it an also be found on an artifat in K

�

igy�ospuszta and, in Buda, on the grave-stone of a

painter by the name Abel.

Through the allegory of Holy Wisdom: below the wing of Arhangel Gabriel, there

is depited, in the glow of an aura, a saintly Lady holding a hurh in her arm. The
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hurh is the house ereted by the Holy Wisdom, i.e., the temple is Christ's Body whih

is destroyed and subsequently rebuilt on the third day.

The Holy Spirit. The south wall of the santuary holds an ionographi treatise

about the third person of the Trinity. A round window denotes the Sun at high noon

and, indiretly, the Holy Spirit. In religious literature, the biblial statement \God omes

from the south" was used as a referene to the Holy Spirit.

Below the window, a hallis, a missal, and deanters are visible. They imply the

epilesis, i.e. that part of the euharisti prayer that follows the onseration of the bread

and wine during mass, to invoke the Holy Spirit's blessings upon the sari�ial gifts.

Above the window, a bullok faed man signi�es St. Luke whose gospel starts with

Zaharias sari�ing a bullok. The name Luke has a onnetion to the Latin lux meaning

brightness (south). On a writing stand, two books redit him with the gospel and the

Ats of the Apostles. St. Luke is shown wearing slippers; in ionographi images, only

Christ's immediate disiples are depited bare-footed. In Luke's gospel, Christ says \This

is the up of my blood" instead of \This is my blood"; this emphasis on the ontainer

instead of the ontents is manifest in the prominently detailed hallis.

To the east of the window, the image of St. Apollonia used to be loated, as the name

still visible above implies. It is unfortunate that the image is eroded for, researhers

believe, it was the earliest painting of the saint in Hungary. From her biography, we know

only that, when threatened with being burned alive unless she would loudly urse God,

she voluntarily leaped into the towering ames beause the the Holy Spirit's �re glowing

in her soul was muh greater than the blazing pyre.

To the west of the window, we �nd the judgment sene. Wearing a violet-olored tuni

(tuniella | prinely garb), an angel stands, with a double-edged sword held in his right

hand and poised to strike from eye-level, the hilt of the sword ending in a small orb in

a manner typial of the time period. In the left hand, he holds a sale ready to \weigh"

the merits of an earthly life that just ended. The angeli �gure is that of St. Mihael,

the hief oÆer and guardian of Heaven. In one pan of the sale, the soul of the departed

is symbolized by a spired hurh (a medieval pratie), the pen being pulled downward

by an angel; in the other, a naked body represents the esh, and bat-shaped devils are

yanking it down (bats are reatures of the darkness with wings un�t for soaring). The

names of the devils are still legible Sathanas & Beelsebul.

The Calendar. Let us again look at the herub (green wing), the sign of St. Mathew,

on the north wall of the santuary. His feast is Sept. 21. One year plus eight days taked

on | as hinted by the eight owers of the ornamentation on the inside of the vitory arh

(west wall) | would reah the feast of St. Mihael, Sept. 29 of the following year (his sign

is on the south wall, diretly opposite). At the astronomial midpoint of this \extended

year" is Marh 25, the feast of the Annuniation (the sign of Arhangel Gabriel is on

the north-east wall, roughly in the middle!). Thus the spatial positioning of the three

images depiting St. Mathew, St. Mihael and the Annuniation, on the one hand, and

the alendar dates of their respetive feasts on the other , have an interdependene.

Some further thoughts onerning the ionography of the south wall of the santuary

result in some rather interesting onlusions. The round window between the images of

St. Apollonia and St. Mihael, fell on June 6 whih is the astronomial midpoint between

the feast of St. Apollonia, Feb. 9, and St. Mihael, Sept. 29. The Sunday preeding

Penteost, (May 30 in 1378) whih is also the Sunday following the feast of the Asension,

was the medieval feast of Christ's Fae | espeially is Rome's Christian hurh that was
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Figure 7: The alendar onnetions.
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formerly the Pantheon. The Sunday following Penteost (June 13 in 1378) is the feast of

the Holy Trinity. These dates demonstrate another example of the independene of the

spatial positioning of the images and the date sequene of the feast symbolized by those

ions: Christ's fae (east) diretly opposite the triple Sun = Trinity (west) and the Holy

Spirit smak in the middle (round window | south).

Where does the Sun rise? Before exiting the santuary let us draw imaginary

straight lines from the Trinity symbol on the west wall Ythrough the enters of the two

windows of the santuary. These two lines mark the diretion of the sunrise in winter

and summer, respetively. This observation is of interest beause in the middle ages there

was an on-going argument as to what easterly diretion should relied upon in designing

hurhes. Generally, true east was aepted as that at the time of the spring equinox.

3 The Nave

Let us view the nave side of the vitory arh. The left leg of the arh depits Easter, as

it is symbolized by an image of the rui�ed Christ and the statement: \Pasha nostrum

immolatus est Christus" (Our Easter, Christ has been sari�ed). In 1378, Easter Sunday

fell on Apr. 18 (a signi�ant date in the history of the Churh: the �rst papal oronation

in Rome, after Avignon). The other leg supporting the arh shows the Metteria-image,

the Anna{Maria{Jesus grouping, with a date of 1377 as doumented Fl�oris R�omer in

the 19th entury. The anient feast of St. Ann fell on Nov. 19 in 1377. That was the

root of the Easter of 1378. The midpoint between Nov. 19, 1377 and Apr. 18, 1378 is

Feb. 2, 1378, feast of Mary's Puri�ation. On the enter of the west wall above the entry-

way, the image of a pelian represents this feast (legend has it that the pelian washed her

nearly-dead hiks with her own blood in an attempt to revive them). This is still another

example of the afore-mentioned interdependene of images and dates. Furthermore the

dates assoiated with the imagery demonstrate the inesapable onlusion that the murals

were prepared in the 1377/78 time-frame and that the name of the hurh derives from,

and honors Holy Trinity Sunday, June 13, 1378.

The message of the rest of the imagery in the nave is that the hurh is a house of

worship. Christ admonishes us never to ease praying. In medieval times this admonish-

ment implied an observane of the anonial hours. The images are based on these hours

of worship.

The south wall. South is the triumph of the Sun, the ompass point of maximal

brightness. To the medieval man, it symbolized a graeful merging with God, the bravery

found in faith, the role of righteousness in every-day life, thus the virtue of mery an

unsel�shness an ative, haritable life. Hene it follows that, the south wall should be

adorned by pitures of saints whose lives were steeped in these qualities, who were \abiding

the heat of the Sun".

The three narrow windows divide the wall into four �elds, eah of them depiting a

saint that marks a spei� prayer-hour and also signi�es one of the virtues.

Prima | the �rst hour, the beginning of the workday: 6 am; the virtue of wisdom

being represented by an image of the wise woman, St. Elizabeth of the Royal House of

�

Arp�ad of Hungary.

Tertia | the third hour, the day's seond prayer session, 9 am, and the virtue of

justness (righteousness) symbolized by St. Stephen of Hungary. Stephanos means rown,
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Figure 8: Look at the nave.
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Figure 9: Crui�xion

Figure 10: St Anne, Holy Mary and the hild Jesus:the so alled Metteria image.
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and in biblial ontext the rown of justie (orona justitiae). That the badly damaged

painting is indeed a depition of King Stephen is attested to by oÆial doumentation

from the middle of the 18th entury. The same doument provides data relating to the

next two images.

Sexta | the sixth hour, the third prayer time, 12 noon. The virtue of fortitude was

aptly portrayed by an image of St. Henrik, the brother-in-law of St. Stephen. The artist

hose him beause of his harater, determination, and bravery. In anient times, it was

believed the devil's temptations were the most intense around noon (diabolus meridianus

= noon devil), hene that is when one needed to be strongest in resisting.

Nona | nineth hour, the fourth prayer hour, 3 pm, the time when Christ's head

slumped as He has given up his soul. The badly damaged image is that of a woman saint.

By dedutive reasoning, based on known methods of ionographial symbolism, it is very

likely that the painting represented the virtue of temperane through the image of either

St. Agnes virgin martyr or Beati� Marguarite (sine anonised) of the House of

�

Arp�ad.

The west wall. The entry-way splits the lower part of this wall into two �elds,

failitating a double-tiered image struture whih, nonetheless presents a uni�ed message.

The medieval man onsidered the sunset, the twilight and the west ompass point as the

power of darkness and temptation from whih one needs to �nd refuge. To the south of the

entrane on the lower part of the wall, suh a haven is depited by the Virgin Mary's ape,

a shelter that stops the advanes of evil; Her ape protetively overs those who are seeking

her help. Above Her, in the top tier, is another example of saintly protetion, St. Martin,

the soldier-man on his horse, o�ering half of his loak to a lothesless beggar. The oupling

link is the horse in jumping to the north side of the upper tier where St. George �ghts

the dragon from his horse. Below him in the lower tier is the ounterpart of Mary's ape,

is the ity guarded by a wall proteting its peaeful itizens.

St. Martin also signi�es the time of the twilight prayer (luernarium) and also the day

the trade shops started working by lantern-light. On the feast of St. Martin, (Nov. 11)

the lighting of lanterns was a eremonious event. The piture of St. George symbolizes

the time of total darkness and the night-prayer hour (ompletorium).

In the enter above the entry-way is the image of the pelian, as we have seen earlier.

It is noteworthy that, in addition to representing the feast of Puri�ation, it symbolizes

purgatory as well.

The north wall. Having no windows, it shields the worshipers from the old of the

North. The huge wall surfae has room for a sizable, three-tiered omposition. It treats

the north ompass point interpretively by �xing the times of night-time prayer hours and

is, in its entirety, based on the Sripture readings for the feast of Epiphany.

Here is a broad-brush desription of the omposition, proeeding from west to east: in

the bottom tier, three kings from the orient arrive and are reeived, from under a anopy,

by the Christ Child in His Mother's arm; sine the Sripture states that every king serves

the New-born King who hears and listens to the prayers of the poor, the image of King

St. L�aszl�o of Hungary is inluded to the right of the anopy to represent all the worldly

kings and Bishop St. Niolaus, on behalf of the poor, ompletes the lower tier. In the top

tier, in two-some groupings, the bare-footed apostles used to be depited; this painting is

very badly damaged. In the white �eld between the top and bottom piture-rows, at one

time, the beginning words of the twelve sentene s of the Apostles' Creed were visible in

Latin.

The three kings ame to Jeruselem from Tarzis, the same plae from where King
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Figure 11: Details of the north wall's painting (a) Adoration of the Kings (b) King

St.L�aszl�o and St.Niolaus

Solomon has purhased a monkey, a peaok, and gold out of whih He had spears and

drinking vessels made. Hene, there is a monkey in one of the saddles and, in the \toasting

sene", a Saraen drinker holds a golden up and his servant arries a spear. The name of

the king in front of the anopy is legible: Caspar(us). It is likely that he is also a depition

of Hungary's King Louis The Great. The seond king is middle-aged, the third is young.

The horses are noteworthy in that the snorting, kiking, and rearing horse sequene is

idential to that found in a desription in the Book of Job. Further notable is the fat

that the kings are shown wearing falonry gloves; very likely , this is a referene to the

onurrent observane of the shamanisti falon holiday and the Christian Christmas.

The three kings also symbolize the prayer hour of the night vigil (noturni).

On the other side of the anopy, King St. L�aszl�o is wielding a halberd in his right

hand, his left hand resting on the hilt of his sword. An angel is plaing the rown on his

head beause, aording to hroniles, he was eleted king against his wish and he longed

for a heavenly rown and that of the Living King more than he wanted the earthly one.

Beause of his personality, he was onsidered and is depited here as the bright Morning

Star and symbolizes the Churh's prayer awaiting the dawn (duliulum = dawn or laudes

= exaltation).

St. Niolaus, whose name means vitory (Nik�e), signi�es the triumph over the night

and, indiretly, over the darkness of sin. Aording to the story on whih the sene

depiting him is based, there were three maidens whose poor widowed father was unable

to marry them o� for lak of dowry. When the father was about to allow his daughters to

prostitute themselves, St. Niolaus saved them from sin and poverty by seretly tossing

money to them through their window. The daughters are visible by a third-oor window

as, two oors below, the father is reahing out and touhes the loak of the seretive

benefator.

The apostles are inluded beause, in one of the readings taken from St. Agustine, it

is said that, just like the star heralded the birth of Christ to the wise men, the apostles,

like a seond sky (hene the top-tier presentation), herald the same news to us.

The frontal of the vitory arh. The ionography is organized around three images

of Christ: a \dear Christ" with Ann and Mary (south side of the arh) | a \su�ering

Christ" on the rui�x (north side) | and a \Majesti Christ" (top enter). In anient

times, the rui�xion sene always portrayed Christ faing west and with His bak toward
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Jerusalem; thus the guarded ity on the opposite (west) wall is symbolially Rome and,

in an indiret sense, a soul that is losed to sin. It is interesting to note how Mary's hands

are lasped together and the folds of Her garment are more pronouned than in the other

images.

In the middle of the top piture series, inside an almond shaped aura, Christ sits on

the vault of the sky, his feet resting on earth, and His ountenane is dreadfully stern.

Against the blue bakground of the universe, He is raising His sarred hands and His

judgmental utteranes are on a owing ribbon. Above the multitude awaiting the �nal

judgment on His right, He summons those who gained salvation: \Enter the kingdom of

My Father"; to the damned on His left: \Away into eternal ames!"

Thus onludes | only to start again | the pitorial sermon about the One God

in Three Persons and the man who reated this monument in God's honor and for the

betterment of his own and every one who would follow him down through the orridors

of time, that silent keeper and ravager of all works of art.
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DETERMINATION OF THE AXIS OF THE

MEDIEVAL CHURCH IN VELEM

�

ER

J�anos KELEMEN

Konkoly Observatory

Budapest, Hungary

Introdution

On 22 September 2000, three independent methods: astronomial, magneti, and GPS-

aided ones were obtained for determination of the orientation of the Velem�er (Hungary)

medieval hurh (see the paper by Kov�as, page 51).

The Astronomial Method

The di�erenes between the azimuth of the Sun and the azimuth of the main (east{west)

outer walls of the hurh were measured by a theodolite several times, and the mean

azimuth of the walls was derived from the omputed azimuth of the Sun for the given

date and time.

The results are given in the following table:

Measurement Azimuth of the

no. time (MET) north wall south wall

1 10

h

15

m

35

s

71:

Æ

455 |

2 10

h

22

m

35

s

71:

Æ

18 |

3 10

h

33

m

00

s

71:

Æ

07 |

4 10

h

47

m

50

s

71:

Æ

10 |

5 10

h

57

m

45

s

71:

Æ

058 |

6 11

h

04

m

00

s

| 71:

Æ

761

7 11

h

12

m

30

s

| 71:

Æ

744

8 11

h

21

m

07

s

| 71:

Æ

629

9 11

h

35

m

10

s

| 71:

Æ

551

mean: 71:

Æ

173� 0:

Æ

165 71:

Æ

671� 0:

Æ

099

mean azimuth of the axis 71:

Æ

4� 0:

Æ

15

The Magneti Method

With the aid of a Bezard ompass, the azimuthal angle between the magneti north and

the diretion of the hurh walls was measured, and the mean result was orreted by the

known value of magneti deviation. The results are the following:
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azimuth of the east{west main walls: 70:

Æ

3,

azimuth of the north{south front wall: 338:

Æ

9 (! azimuth of the main walls: 68:

Æ

9).

From these data, the mean magneti azimuth orreted to the magneti deviation (2

Æ

east):

71:

Æ

6� 0:

Æ

99.

The GPS Method

The GPS oordinates for two points in the extended line of the front wall (supposed

to be perpendiular to the main walls) were determined, and the azimuth of this line

was omputed. From trak measurements along the extended axis of the front (north{

south) wall, the azimuth of the main (east{west) walls was omputed. The mean value is

69

Æ

� 2

Æ

(the instrument had a readout rounded for degrees). The bigger errors are due

to the limited length of the baseline, beause there is a forest around the hurh.

Summary

The results mentioned above:

71:

Æ

4� 0:

Æ

15 (astr.)

71:

Æ

6� 0:

Æ

99 (magn.)

69

Æ

� 2

Æ

(GPS)

exlude the idea of the exat east{west orienation (90

Æ

) of the main axis of the hurh.

It is near the average of the azimuth of the rising sun for the date of Easter (74:

Æ

4 � 4

Æ

)

between 1370 and 1375 (the supposed period of the building of the hurh).
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MAP of the CARPATHIAN BASIN

The map shows only the arhaeologial sites disussed in the volume. The

names of a few rivers, neessary for the orientation and identi�ation of the

sites, are also quoted. The politial borders are not shown.

To ease the problem of orientation, the names of loalities and arhae-

ologial sites in the text and the rivers in the map are written in all the

languages used by the present inhabitants of the region disussed.
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